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THE LANGUAGE HANDICAPPED CHILD

The awareness that some children developed language in an irregular and

imperfect fashion became an increasing concern as the changes in our society, which

evolved through the mid portion of this century, were reflected in our classrooms and

widened the gap between the troubled and the spontaneous learner.

Most handicapped are those youngsters who, by virtue of sensory deficit, live

apart from their environment but, equally important, by virtue of sheer numbers, are

those children whose recognition and processing of sensory information as it relates to

language acquisition and usage is askew.

As the full development of potential in a child is closely linked to his acquisition

of language, so his ability to function in society is linked to his use of language. This most

human biologic function of the child is less well understood by medicine than are other such

functions. The lack of attention on the part of medicine to language acquisition has severely

limited the understanding of disorders of language and handicapped the educator in his

ability to cope with youngsters who cannot learn in a standard classroom by traditional

techniques.

Ironically, the troubled learner turns to the physician for help.

During the five years which peceeded the years of postdoctoral study experience

with hearing handicapped children and youngsters with perceptual disorders clearly indicated

the need to establish a working relationship between medicine and education which would

allow the language handicapped child to he easily identified and appropriately eciocat,,ci..
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The needs of both aisciplinec overlap. Tha. dl;( long ,ag eti .1,

intelle(tually held by most but reported in pia. tic. h, m .n, . thus, he first need is

seen as awareness; of eqnal importance is knowledge of hoN the ,orrrial goes

about acquiring language. Despite the common attitude c ng many, inc!ud:ng the

linguists, that sounds in language acquisition are of only the e' c... adva,,too,

a practical application and relevance to their studies - at this .age of knowleilge it is

the pathway for early identification of handicap:,. Lack of av :reness of ova iabie inform-

ation in this field caused neurologist and pediatrician alike to define inopprur.ofely

as variants of normal, children who, by he irregr.'ar development of I mouage, were

signaling both physician and teo,.her the stormy cou e which lay ahead when they were

introduced to formalized education. From understana:ng of the norrr I develops a feedback

system which, through recognition of the abnormal, °low, inquiry of those identified as

handicapped to join further insight into nor)! development.

Early recognition of abnormalities allow:, better cla,sificatir,n of these ci:',orders

which leads medicine toward ultimate courses. Such info,matic.n is fundamental to the

de 'elopment of "cures".

Should a hiatus exist between early identification of an abnormality and its

remediation? Sh,.lci we owa:t the matura,ion of visual pe-ception in the child whii-h allows

him to deal with the ortfrogrophy of our language or should we address early childiooci

learning? It is assumed that each child brings to the beginnings of his fpreralizeci educ.af;on

information, intuitions aria l(now'ecige of his language, most of which have en acquired

through the auditory system.

If we are to adde,, early chlle.hocx21 learning, should we (-once, tw-.. on the visual

system, or the auditory ..y.,en J r the mctc yste-1. Does the child hn.'e to hear in order
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to read or does motor developro,-nt influence cognitive growth. Physician and educator

must know how to ask que- ions of one another and respond in a fashion that is meaningful

to the other.

Because of these reasons and frustrations, a year of independent study was. under-

tcken to allow the development of a foundation upon which a structure could be built

to bring medicine and education together to advantage the language handicapped child.

The year of study was undertaken at Harvard University after discussion and advice

from Professor Jerome Bruner and Professor Jeanne Choi!. The pro,<Imity of M.I.T. and

particularly tF presence of Noam Chomsky and his professional influence on the Cambridge

language community was seen as further impetus to locate at Harvard University. Despite

a designated twelve month tenure for the program, it was recognized and planned that

fifteen to eighteen months would be required to complete the period of study.

I Reading

II Linguistics

Ill Psychology as it relates to language acquisition

were identified as major areas of study.

Three months were spent as a reading period to read and review introductory

material in the above fields.

From September through June two semesters of class work, discussion groups and

seminars were attended. Formal Io..es at,ncted were as follows -
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Fall Semester
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1 Psychology - visual perception Professor Bruner's Staff

2 Reading Research Seminar Professor Chall

3 Psycholinguistics Professor Blumenthal

4 Linguistics rrofessor Chomsky

5 Statistics Professor Light

6 Linguistics & Phonology Pit)fessar O'Neil

Spring Semester

I Psychology of Language Acquisition Professor Wanner

2 Statistics Professor Light

3 Learning - Reading Disability Seminar &
Procti cum Professors Chall, Halpern

4 Linguistics & Phonology Professor O'Neil

5 Dialects and Language Professor Fraser

6 Psycholinguistics Professor Blumenthal

7 Reading Research Seminar Professor Chall

During the year one hundred and six boys and girls, ages 8 through 16, were

evaluated for the presence of the central language processing disorder known as developmental

dyslexia. These children were used as subjects for a study of syntax development in

youngsters with that disorder.

A study of the presence of language learning abnormalities in the siblings of

twenty-five youngsters with overt learning handicaps was completed and further study of

the correlation between the genetic abnormality of premature greying of the hair and the

dyslexia syndrome was accomplished.

The latter work was reported at a meeting of the Irish and American Pediatric

Society held at Trinity College in Dublin in July, 1970.
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The results of a year of independent study are impossible to cite because by

its very nature the year allows further learning as a step towards anticipated results.

Three brood categories might be listed under which the activities of the fellowship

can be included. These are information, research and long range planning.

The primary thrust of the year falls under the heading of information which flows

in two directions. The introduction to a previously unfamiliar literature in cognitive

psychology, reading and linguistics which form a contin.Jum in human development allows

a bridge between education and medicine necessary to the solution of the problems of the

language handicapped child. At the same time during the year the advantage of the

superimposition of medical information and interpretation upon learning problems in

children creates the beginnings of a foundation upon which to build.

It is apparent from the year of study that much information already exists ,

however, its dissemination and use has been limited. Early identification and appropriate

remediation of the language handicapped child is quite possible. Greater stress must be

placed on the early childhood years which are not utilized to begin to meet the needs

of the child with a language handicap. At times there seems to be more need for the

dissemination of available information rather than for the production of new information.

More stress must be laid on the significant role of the parent or parent substitute in the

development of language in the child.

The apparent need to get pertinent medical information as it relates to language

handicapped children to the educator in an understandable and usable way and to see

that educational information gets to the physician is a major problem. It has been planned

that there be a medical point of view presented to degree candidates in education through an

active participation in +heir training program as a step toward resolution of this problem.

At the same time joint meetings with educators to instruct physicians are being planned
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by the Academy of Pediatrics. These are steps in the right direction

I There is indication from studies of groups of children identified as having the

dyslexia syndrome that their understanding of the syntax of their language is not significantly

different from that of children who have no language handicap.

II There is indication from studies of sets of children with the dyslexia syndrome

that some degree of handicap exists in family members. There seems to be no indication

that fewer girls are born to parents with this disability, nor is there indication of potentiation

of the defect when both parents are affected.

III Evidence has accumulated that premature greying of the hair in a faMily is a hallmark

of language learning disability. Because the known association between pigment abnormalities

in children and hearing handicaps , it was postulated that early greying of the hair might

occur more frequently with disorders of auditory perception than with abnormalities of

visual perception. Such was found to be the case however, visual perceptual abnormalities

do occur commonly in families wherein this is demonstrated.

The year of study has allowed the recipient a foundation upon which to build

to bring education and medicine together to meet the challenge of the language handicapped

child.
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